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Newsletter No 167
September 2015

WEPA

Willoughby Environmental Protection Association

Next Meeting:

Tuesday 15 September 2015
Glenaeon School, Edinburgh Road, Castlecrag
(Between Charles and Edith Streets and opposite The Parapet)
8pm

My Saltwater Sanctuary and The Sea and Me
Two films on marine conservation

Following our very successful talks in July on the marine biodiversity of Sydney Harbour, tonight we will be screening two
short documentary films, produced and directed by James Sherwood and Danielle Ryan - Bluebottle Films for the
Wilderness Society, The Nature Conservation Council of NSW and the Save our Marine Alliance. They are part of an
Australia-wide filming project documenting the science and experiences of locals who live beside marine parks and
exploring their connection to these sanctuaries.
My Saltwater Sanctuary
From Byron Bay to Bateman’s Bay, on the east coast of Australia, there is a vibrant ocean and beach culture, which is
shared by all locals. Their joy, their livelihoods, and their local identity is intertwined with the ocean and ultimately the
future conservation of marine parks and sanctuaries, giving iconic species like the friendly Blue Groper a chance to
replenish. My Saltwater Sanctuary won the Underwater World prize at the Fremantle Underwater Film Festival.
The Sea and Me
Tim Winton, Australian author and Patron of the Australian Marine Conservation Society, says:
“We live on the verandah of the world’s greatest island.It’s our birthright to have a clean ocean, to catch a feed, to interact
with nature. And like any birthright, we have to safeguard it.”
Journey across a number of Australia’s world-class marine parks to learn about how they support species like the highly
priced and valued coral trout and lobsters, the graceful mantra rays, and the placid grey nurse shark.
But, marine parks support more than just life in the sea.. Many Australians living by the sea depend on marine parks for
their livelihood as well as their health and wellbeing, and many are taking a stewardship role to care for these areas.
Listen to the first-hand accounts of scientists, researchers, divers, tourist operators and fishermen who have a story to share
about ‘the verandah of one of the world’s greatest islands.’
WEPA Plant Stall at Willoughby StreetFair. Many thanks to all who helped on the day - Virginia Butchatsky, Meredith
and Kathryn Foley, Ian and Sheila Sippel, plus Sheila’s great garden - a R&R for plants, and the wonderful weather.

Inside: Diary Dates p2; Stop the Chop p3; Energy Freedom House p5; Wild Willoughby p6; Threatened Species Day,
Can Koalas stop a coal mine? p7; Challenges to Shenhua mine p8; Tony Abbott, wrong on coal is ‘good for humanity’ p9;
Coal:the Captain’s Call, catastrophic implications p10; Changes to environmental law p11.

Willoughby Environmental protection Association (WEPA) inc, PO Box 4263, Castlecrag NSW 2068
A member of the Nature Conservation Council of NSW

Diary Dates
Biodiversity Month Walk in Sheldon Forest
Saturday 12 September, 2015 9.45am for 10am start,
finishes at 12 noon.
Meet: Warragal Road entrance to Sheldon Forest - off
Pacific Highway & opposite Terrigal Road. Within
walking distance from Turramurra and Pymble railway
stations. Sheldon Forest is formally recognised as a
Critically Endangered Ecological Community. It is
protected under both the NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995 and the Commonwealth
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999. It is the last remaining stretch of forest that
connects the Lane Cove national Park to the Pacific
Highway. It is the third largest remnant of Blue Gum High
Forest, of which less than 1% remains.
Bring: Water, snack and wear walking shoes.
RSVP: Janine Kitson 9498 2402 or
janine_kitson@tpg.com.au
This free walk is organised by FOKE (Friends of Ku-ringgai Environment). It’s OK to just turn up.

Sustainable House Day
Sunday 13 September 2015 10am - 3pm
Venue: Sustainability Hub, 34 Devonshire Street,
Chatswood.
Includes: House Tours at 10.15am and 1.30pm;
Unravelling the DA Process, 11am - 11.30am;
Guest Speaker Tone Wheeler, environmental architect
from Environa Studio (and past guest speaker for WEPA),
12pm - 1pm; Speed Date an architect, 10am - 3pm; and
Speed Date a Council Building Surveyor for DA process
and planning advice, 10am - 3pm.
Bookings are essential for Tone Wheeler’s talk:
9777 1000 or www.willoughby.nsw.gov.au
LOVE THY NATURE

6.30pm - 9pm

Venue: Roseville Cinema, Pacific Highway, Roseville
A Film by Sylvie Rokab, narrated by Liam Neeson.
Presented by The Wilderness Society.
Described as cinematic immersion into the beauty and
intimacy of our relationship with the natural world.

Tickets ($15) can be reserved at http://tws-love-thynature.eventbrite.com.au Includes film, drinks and
snacks, a talk presented by The Wilderness Society and
community members.
Further information: kaine.johnson@wilderness.org.au

Solar Energy in the home - the way ahead

8pm

Wednesday 16 September, 2015
General meeting of Castlecrag Progress Association
Venue: Glenaeon School, Edinburgh Road, Castlecrag
Guest speaker: Peter Lisle, Sustainability Project
Officer, Willoughby City Council
To Bee or Not to Bee: An apiarist’s perspective
Thursday 1 October 2015
6.30pm - 7.30pm
Australian Museum, enter via Williams Street, Sydney
Sydney Bee expert Bruce White OAM demystifies bees.
vital links in our ecosystems.Cost $30 for non-members
Misty Mountains and Moss Frogs
Wednesday 7 October 2015
6.30pm - 7.30pm
Australian Museum, enter via William Street, Sydney
Speaker: Dr Judi Rowley, Australian Museum Research
Scientist. Cost: $30 for non-members.

Getting into Hot Water
Tuesday 13 October, 2015

7pm

Council Chambers, Level 6, Victor Street,
Chatswood. What is the best choice for your home?
Electric, gas, solar hot water or heat pumps?
Willoughby Council Nature Activities
These include: Spring Wildflower Bushwalk, 2pm 4.30pm, Explosives Reserve, Saturday 19 September;
Creatures of Night Places, 6pm - 9pm. Saturday 26
September; Spotlight Bushwalk under the Stars, 8.15pm
- 9.30pm, Artarmon Reseve, Friday 9 October;
Endangered Ecological Communities Excursion to
Garigal National Park, 9am - 2pm, Tuesday 13 October;
Castlecrag Walter Burley Griffin Walk, 10am - 12pm,
Wednesday 14 October.
Details of these and other activities can be found in
Council’s excellent new booklet, Be inspired to…live well
in Willoughby, which covers activities from September to
December 2015. Copies can be obtained at council
libraries, Dougherty Centre, Customer Service front
counter and at upcoming events. It is also available on line
at http://www.willoughby.nsw.gov.au/environmentsustainability (top right of screen)
Bookings for all council events at 9777 1000 or via
www.willoughby.nsw.gov.au
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STOP the CHOP

•

10/50 Review shows NSW Government contempt for the
environment

•

Across the state thousands of mature trees have been felled, sites
cleared, wildlife habitat trashed and wildlife killed or left
homeless, all as the result of that blunt instrument, the 10/50
Vegetation Clearing Entitlement Scheme. That the scheme had no
scientific backing as a bushfire preventive measure was known to
the Rural Fire Service (RFS) prior to its introduction, and the vast
majority of trees have been removed for views or development,
not bushfire protection.

•

Critically endangered ecological communities, including
Blue Gum High Forest and koala habitat, should not be
protected.
689 hectares of high conservation State Environmental
Planning Policy (SEPP) 26 Littoral Rainforest should not be
protected, and
90,000 hectares of high conservation SEPP 14 coastal
wetland should not be protected.

The OEH reiterated this advice even when it was queried by the
RFS. The damaging 10/50 Code was the result.
Mr Shoebridge said that what is most remarkable about the
confidential documents is that they show the OEH actively
intervening to ensure there were to be no environmental
protections in the code.

Only the outrage of citizens and complaints by councils pushed
the Government and the RFS to review the Code. Of over 3500
submissions, more than 96% called for the code to be axed or at
least for a moratorium on its implementation.

‘No wonder the government fought for 12 months to prevent
these documents becoming public, they expose how deeply the
anti-environment agenda runs in the Baird government’ said Mr
Shoebridge.

Now that the results of the review have been released the
Government has been bragging about tightening the regulations,
which do indeed introduce protections which should have applied
all along. The 30 recommendations of the review, adopted in full
by the Government, now exclude from the provisions of 10/50,
World heritage sites and Ramsar wetlands; critical Koala habitat;
National Parks and nature reserves; Littoral Rainforest; coastlands
and estuary areas; and mangroves and salt marsh.

According to the OEH, ‘the strengthened scheme now strikes the
right balance between addressing issues of people misusing the
scheme, whilst preserving the right for people to protect their
homes from fire’.

This comes too late for the mid-north and north coast private
landholdings containing littoral rainforest and endangered
threatened species, including critically important koala habitat
and part of a recognised coastal wildlife corridor which is home
to koalas, squirrel gliders, black cockatoos, powerful owls and
hoary wattled bats.

The Government’s anti-environment agenda
What is most shocking is that the Government, through the Office
of Environment and Heritage (OEH), then under Minister Rob
Stokes, was complicit in the destruction that has occurred.
Confidential government documents obtained after 12 months
pressure by Greens MP David Shoebridge show that the OEH
actively worked against any environmental protection for these
areas.
These documents show that:
• ‘no consideration be provided’ in the tree culling code to
‘threatened biodiversity’
• no protection should be given to ‘rainforests, alpine
vegetation, coastal dunes, freshwater and saline wetland
communities’.
• Internationally recognised Ramsar wetlands should not be
protected.


This property in Hunters Hill was cleared for development.
16 trees were removed with chainsaws, crane and diggers.

Major failing of the review
While the revisions of the Code do include protection of certain
sensitive areas, the major sticking point - self-assessment remains. The photo above demonstrates the outcome of selfassessment.
The recommendations include three changes which tighten the
scope of 10/50:
• Neighbours must now give written consent for removal of
any tree based on proximity to their house
continued on next page
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• Decks and patios no longer count as an exterior wall to

property
• Habitable dwellings’ now must contain habitable rooms with
lawful authority for occupancy

Implications for Willoughby
Over 400 trees have been lost since the Code 10/50 was
introduced over a year ago, West Chatswood being one of the
worst affected areas. As a result of the many complaints, during
the review process the RFS reduced the clearing entitlement areas
from 350 to 100 metres from mapped Bush Fire Prone land.
In September 2014, Willoughby Council unsuccessfully requested
an exemption from the code for the Willoughby area.
The RFS subsequently issued the Guide for Bush Fire Prone
Mapping which required the council to review its bush fire prone
vegetation areas and to update its maps to comply with the RFS
Guide. In June 2015, Council submitted a report recommending
changes which involved downgrading some reserves from
Category1 (high risk) to Category 2 (low risk),
and removing some smaller reserves from the map. The
recommendations would the number of areas that would be
entitled to clear under the code.

•

Recommendation 25 amends the Code to prevent clearing of
trees and vegetation contrary to development consent
conditions attached to the land (eg development consents and
complying certificates).

Make sure you check
Because of the interim changes and the uncertainty of whether a
property has been classified Category1 or 2, it is recommended
that if you are considering chopping down a tree or clearing
vegetation, it is really important to check the RFS online
assessment tool (http://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au) to establish
whether your property is within an entitlement area.
Stop the Chop campaigner Gaye White says she is bitterly
disappointed with the outcome of the review and has again called
for the scrapping of all ‘self-assessment’ in the Code.
David Shoebridge said “No amount of amending, patching or
tinkering can fix the 10/50 tree culling laws. They must be
immediately repealed and proper environmental protections
restored across the state.”
Unless the Baird Government scraps the Code entirely, we will
continue to see trees lost across the state.

On 20 August, the RFS wrote to council advising that the new
recommendations, or interim measures, which came into effect on
12 August, include exclusion of koala habitat, National Parks,
critically endangered ecological communities and habitats.
However the RFS did not respond to council’s recommendations.

You can read the full report here: http://www.rfs.nsw.gov.au

The RFS advised that it is working on an amended Bush Fire
Prone Land Mapping Guideline. Council will be able to apply to
downgrade small isolated remnants of vegetation from Category 1
to Category 2. The new guidelines will be published in the near
future to clearly identify the criteria by which any re-classification
will be assessed. This will require new assessments and further
mapping by Council, followed by a new submission, all of which
involves repetition and readjustment of work that Council has
already done.

2)

The interim measures that are relevant to Willoughby are:
• Recommendation 6 has amended the Code to exclude from
the entitlement area all parcels of land that are wholly or
partly within 100 metres of the coastline and mapped
estuaries.
• Recommendation 19 proposes that small bushland reserves
of Category 2 vegetation be excluded from the Code. This
means that properties adjacent to these are now not entitled to
clear trees and vegetation under the 10/50 Code.

Help keep up the pressure:
1)

Please call Mike Baird on 8574 5000 and ask that the 10/50
vegetation clearing code be overturned entirely so the trees
in our suburbs are left standing.
Contact your local MP. For Willoughby WEPA members,
that’s Gladys Berejiklian, MP and NSW Treasurer, and
express your dissatisfaction with the outcome of the review.
She believes the NSW Government has listened to the
community and strengthened protections. Tell her the
community believes it has not gone far enough.

Sources: Willoughby Council Business Papers for 7/9/15, Sun Herald
30/8/15. David Shoebridge Media online, The Crag 09/15, NCC, Stop
the Chop campaign.

WEPA Office Bearers and Committee 2015
President
Gay Spies
Vice President
Cotter Erickson
Secretary
Vacant
Treasurer and Public Officer Diana Jones
Publicity Officer
Christina Pender
Committee
Geoff Osborne and
Harold Spies
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An energy freedom home is a zero
emissions home
Stephen Bygrave
Gas was once considered a clean, green and cheap fuel. Now it
is no longer clean, no longer green and certainly not cheap.
Increasingly when we are buying gas we are purchasing coal
seam gas. Buying a gas appliance is locking into gas prices
which are predicted to rise four-fold when domestic markets link
to international gas.
Many of us installed gas appliances for heating and cooking
when gas was cheap. For Victorians, gas was plentiful when it
was a waste product from the petroleum industry extracting oil
from Bass Strait. When the petroleum industry shut down in Bass
Strait, so did cheap gas in Victoria.
Using gas for heating and cooking might have made sense when
there were no electrical alternatives. In the last few years, high
efficiency electrical appliances for heating and cooking mean that
using gas no longer makes sense, economically or
environmentally. There are now highly efficient reverse cycle air
conditioners that can be used for space heating, which did not
exist to the same level of efficiency a few years ago. People can
save up to 70 per cent on their heating costs using such
appliances. Similarly, high efficiency electric induction
cookstoves have entered the mainstream, whereas these were not
common a few years ago. Induction cookstoves are being used by
many master chefs, offering the same if not better functionality
for cooking as gas.
Using induction cookstoves and reverse cycle air conditioners for
space heating are just two of the nine steps to Energy Freedom, to
free your home from expensive gas and electricity bills. The other
steps to energy freedom include draught proofing, insulation,
double glazing windows, high efficiency electrical appliances,
solar or heat pump hot water, as well as energy monitoring and
management. The ninth step is the all important rooftop solar,
taking your home from a consumer of energy to a producer of
energy. Eight of the nine steps are about energy efficiency,
reducing your energy consumption to the maximum extent,
allowing you to scale your rooftop solar system to meet the
residual demand. For some houses that might mean only needing
to install a 1.5kWh rooftop system. For other houses, installing
the maximum solar might be the objective, putting as much
renewable energy into the grid as possible.
We have calculated that the energy efficiency steps cost around
$37,000 for the average household. With rooftop solar dropping
about a third in price, this step may only cost another $5,000 or
$6,000. Some households who are following the Energy Freedom
steps are saving up to $4,500 per year on their power bills.

Shutterstock

All the steps to energy freedom do not have to be taken today,
tomorrow or even this year. Every householder will know their
priorities, will know their budgets and know what they want to do
next. LED lights and draught proofing are the most cost effective
first steps, for both the home owner and the renter. But with half
of all Australians renovating their houses in the next four years,
this will provide an opportunity to install insulation and double
glazing. When walls are bashed down or windows are replaced,
this is the optimum time to make the investment in the best
product.
Energy Freedom is also about giving the householder the right
information so that they are prepared to make the best decision
when their next electrical appliance breaks down. It means that
the homeowner doesn’t need to make a snap decision when the
washing machine or hot water system no longer works. Instead of
going for the cheapest replacement, they can go for a higher
quality anymore efficient appliance that will pay dividends over
its lifetime.
Energy Freedom appeals to a range of audiences. It appeals to
those who want to save money on their energy bills. It appeals to
those who want the best home they can have. It appeals to those
who want a high performing home and to those who want to take
climate action in their home in the absence of action at the federal
level. Energy Freedom means autonomy, independence,
empowerment. With rising electricity and gas prices, and falling
solar prices, Australians can now revolutionise the way they
power their homes.
Dr Stephen Bygrave is CEO of Beyond Zero Emissions. Their
next book The Energy Freedom Home - How to wipe out
electricity and gas bills in nine steps by Scribe will be launched
on Sustainability House Day. Get your copy at Willoughby
Council’s event at 34 Devonshire Street Chatswood on Sunday 13
September.
Published in reneweconomy.com.au on 31/08/2015
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Wild Willoughby
As today (7 September) was Threatened Species Day,
I have been reflecting on the uneasy balance we
have struck between the wild and built environments
in our urban areas. As we look around the Willoughby
region it is difficult not to be disheartened by the
loss of open spaces and trees due to the boom in
apartment development. Turn in any direction and
multi-storied cranes dwarf the surrounding
landscape. What remains of the area’s tree cover has
also taken a significant hit from the ill-conceived
10/50 Vegetation Clearing Code.
Over the last two hundred years and more
Willoughby has turned from bushland to city. In the
process almost 90% of the land has been cleared for
development. Along with the loss of local forest and
bushland a wide range of Sydney’s animal and plant
life have become locally extinct. I have lived in the
Willoughby region for 20 years and even in that
relatively short time the blue wrens no longer tumble
through my backyard and the Eastern Spinebills seen
when I first moved here are no longer evident in my
garden.

from Eastern Valley Way. Its relatives are nibbling
their way around the edges of gardens in Castle Cove
and Castlecrag. One could hardly miss the boom in
brush turkey numbers over the last couple of years.
Hot on their heels and hopeful of a delicious egg or
chick are the goannas which should help stabilise the
growing turkey population. In my own garden, on
the edge of Ferndale Reserve, the myriad of snout
shaped holes are testament to an ever increasing
bandicoot population. On dusk we can pick out
microbats hunting for insects between the tall trees
and very recently fishing bats have been found
roosting in Sugarloaf Bay. Sugar Gliders have been
reported at OH Reid Oval and Mowbray Park and we
are often visited by echidnas ambling out of
Ferndale. The bays and inlets in the region have also
started to impress with a Southern Right Whale in
Sailors Bay in July and reports of seals, dolphins and
fairy penguins increasing their visits.

Yet I remain an optimist. Some things are working to
retain and return wildlife to the nature reserves and
parks across the Willoughby region. Fox baiting,
stopping dogs roaming, bush care and regeneration,
the growing awareness of the need to contain cats
and better pollution controls on land and in the
water are having an impact.

Echidna, Ferndale Reserve. Photo: Meredith Foley
The signs of renewal are manifest in the small and
large animals returning to the area – some after
absences of 40 or more years. My sister disturbed a
swamp wallaby a few months ago grazing quietly in
the morning on a grassy verge a few hundred feet

Pacific Baza. Photo: Meredith Foley
On the bird front there are other surprises: Superb
Lyrebirds – not recorded in Willoughby since the
1930s have been reported in the Castlecrag area.
continued next page
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Peregrine Falcons are roosting in buildings in the
Chatswood CBD, Pacific Bazas can be seen regularly
in Spring over Bicentennial Reserve, Artarmon and
Ferndale. Reports from local reserves suggest that
Spotted Pardalotes, Satin Bower birds and the
vulnerable Powerful Owl are resident.
Most
impressive of all is news that a pair of Sea Eagles
are still nesting in the region.

It’s Threatened Species Day
Threatened Species Day is the anniversary of the day that
the last Tasmanian Tiger died - 7.9.1936
Australia has one of the highest rates of species extinction
in the world. Our native animals are disappearing at a
record rate with almost 1000 plant and animal species at
risk of extinction.
The Baird Government is now rewriting the laws that
protect our wildlife and the early indications of their
intentions are not promising.

Can Koalas stop a coal mine?
The most serious challenge to the Shenhua coal mine is the
case mounted by the Upper Mooki Landcare Inc against
Shenhua Watermark Coal Pty Ltd and the NSW Minister for
Planning in the NSW Land and Environment Court. The
hearing took place between 31 August and 3rd September.

Juvenile Powerful Owl, Ferndale Reserve.
Meredith Foley

Photo:

In order to spread the word about this renewal, and
hopefully to encourage local interest and
enthusiasm about nature protection, some friends
and I have recently launched a “Wildlife
Willoughby” community Facebook page at:
www.facebook.com/wildlifewilloughby . We are
keen to have people drop in to share:
• sightings, photos and insights about their
favourite local bush animals and plants
• local environmental news, tips and stories
• alerts about workshops, walks and talks
(including WEPA news) and
• stories about environmental campaigns
locally and further afield.
Join us online to celebrate the native animals and
plants of the Chatswood and Willoughby sandstone
country.
Meredith Foley

We had to reduce the size of Meredith’s stunning
photos, but to appreciate them at a greater
magnification please go to the WEPA website
www.wepa.org.au Ed.

The group is being represented by EDO NSW, which also
represented the Mackay Conservation Society in its
successful challenge to the Adani Carmichael mine in the
Galilee Basin.
Upper Mooki Landcare group is challenging the approval of
Shenhua’s mine, which, if it goes ahead, will lead to the
clearing of 847 hectares of koala habitat.
The group contends that the PAC failed to assess whether
the mine would place a viable local population of koalas at
risk of extinction, as required by the NSW Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
continued over page
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Can Koalas stop a coal mine continued from previous page

Challenges to the Shenhua Mine

The case cannot argue the merits of the mine but is a judicial
review which argues that the NSW Planning Assessment
Commission (PAC) which approved the mine on behalf of the
NSW Minister for Planning, failed to properly consider whether
the mine was likely to significantly affect koalas, a threatened
species, as required by the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Act (1979) and the Threatened Species Guidelines.
Koalas are currently listed as vulnerable to extinction in NSW
under State and Federal law after numbers dropped a third over
the past 20 years. That means they are facing a high risk of
extinction in the medium term future.

Apart from the challenge by the Upper Mooki Landcare group,
most of the criticism to the mine has been that it threatens the
water resources on the Liverpool Plains, regarded as the food
bowl of Australia for its 40 per cent higher than average
production rate for Australian agricultural land.

The PAC stated : “The (Gunnedah Koala) population has reduced
significantly as a result of droughts and heatwaves, with the
estimated reduction of up to 70% since 1979”

The mine will destroy an endangered ecological community much
of it box-gum woodland, as well as threatening the 262 koalas
that live there.

The evidence before the PAC was widely varying in terms of the
estimates of Koalas within the Gunnedah Local Government
Area. Shenhua used population estimates of 12,753 animals for
the entire LGA. The Australian Koala Foundation estimates there
are only 800-1,300 animals in the Gunnedah LGA.

The mine was first approved by the NSW Planning Assessment
Commission in January 2015. At the time NSW energy minister
Chris Hatcher decided to exclude the mine from standard flood
plain provisions limiting construction and other activities. This
was also the time Tony Abbott was talking about coal being ‘good
for humanity.’ The mine proposal triggered the Environmental
Protection and BiodiversityAct (EPBC) 1999 which obliged
federal consideration of the proposal. It was approved by
Environment Minister Greg Hunt on 4 July 2015, providing it
fulfilled 18 conditions, supposedly the most stringent in
Australia’s history according to Minister Hunt.

The NSW Office of Environment and Heritage, in its submission
to the mine assessment process stated “The assessment of
significance (of impacts) for the Koala is totally inadequate. No
details of the actual Koala population to be impacted upon, nor
what impact the Project will have on the population is provided.”
The plan for managing the impact of clearing 847 hectares of the
Koala habitat noted in the PAC report is that ”the animals will be
encouraged to naturally move away from the habitat that is being
cleared. If the animals do not naturally move, then a translocation
plan will be implemented.” There was evidence before the PAC
that translocation programs have resulted in significantly high
mortality rates.
Nicola Chirlian, the chairwoman of the Upper Mooki Landcare
group said a planned planting of trees in other areas to offset the
hectares being bulldozed would not grow quickly enough to be of
any use. “I don’t know what the koalas will be eating for the 30
years it takes for the trees to grow,” she said.
Deborah Tabart, chief executive of the Australian Koala
Foundation, described as “complete nonsense” the suggestion that
the population was in the tens of thousands. She said “the quality
of habitat on the impacted part of the mine is like a five-star
restaurant, and the offset area, which we’re completely opposed
to is like a cafe that just serves coffee.”
“This is bigger than koalas. This is the wrong mine in the wrong
place,” she said.

The proposed $1.2billion open cut coal mine is owned by China’s
state-controlled Shenhua Group. Located 25 km southeast of
Gunnedah, the mine site is 3km west of the village of Breeza, and
largely restricted to ridge country around Mt Watermark, rather
than on the rich black soil plains.

Fiona Simson, president of NSW Farmers Association, has said
that the approval will not stop farmers’ opposition to the mine. It
would be like ‘blowing a 35 sq km hole in the heart of Australian
agriculture.’
The Federal Government is under fire from the farmers over
handling of the approval process. They say the original PAC
approval process was flawed as was especially the federal
handling of the ‘water trigger’ legislation, which had been
introduced as amendment to the EPBC Act, designed to protect
local water resources. The water trigger was introduced by the
Gillard government in response to Tony Windsor’s demands for
federal scrutiny of large scale mining and CSG projects and their
impact on water quality. Such oversight was a condition of Tony
Windsor in his agreement to support Julia Gillard in forming a
minority government.
NSW government sources acknowledge that the Upper Mooki
Landcare group has a strong case. If the NSW Land &
Environment Court rules against Shenhua in favour of the koalas,
it would be a bigger setback to the Watermark mine than the
recent federal court decision on the Adani Carmichael mine
because it could send the company back to the beginning of the
approval process. The mine cannot proceed without a mining
licence from the Baird government.
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Tony Abbott wrong on coal being ‘good for
humanity’ Oxfam report finds
Oliver Milman
Tony Abbott is mistaken in claiming ‘coal is good for humanity’,
with the fossil fuel causing numerous health problems and
ineffective in delivering electricity to the world’s poor compared
with renewables, a new Oxfam report has found.
The Powering Up Against Poverty study argues the Australian
government’s continued embrace of coal exports is out of step
with an international shift towards clean energy and would do
little to help the one in seven of the world’s population who do
not have electricity to light their homes or to cook food.
Abbott has said coal, a major export commodity for Australia, is
the ‘foundation of prosperity’ for the foreseeable future. The
prime minister, along with the mining industry has said the fossil
fuel will raise living standards in developing countries while
bolstering the Australian economy.
“We are very concerned about this myopic focus on coal,” said Dr
Simon Bradshaw, author of the Oxfam report. “Coal is the single
biggest contributor to climate change, the impacts of which are
most felt by poorer people through floods, drought, cyclones and
changes to food patterns.
“We can clearly see in rural areas, and even rapidly growing
populations, that renewable energy is a much more affordable and
healthy solution for developing countries than coal.”
Decentralised energy systems, such as solar, can be deployed
quicker and more cheaply than coal, when its cost to the climate
and health are factored in, Oxfam said. Nearly 85% of people
without electricity live in remote rural areas, separated from
centralised coal-fired grid systems.
Coal exacts an “enormous toll” on people’s health, the report
states, citing UK medical journal the Lancet’s recent finding that a
global shift to renewable energy will prevent seven million deaths
a year from pollution.
The Lancet study said that climate change, fuelled by the burning
of coal as well as other fossil fuels, presents a “potentially
catastrophic risk to human health” through heat stress, floods,
drought, extreme weather events, air pollution and the spread of
disease.
According to the World Health Organisation, climate change is
due to cause an additional 250,000 extra deaths a year between
2030 and 2050.

Oxfam’s report states that global investment in renewables
surpassed fossil fuels in 2011, with an estimated US$3.7tn due
to be invested in solar technology over the next 25 years.
China, which is a key market for Australia’s coal exports, reduced
its coal consumption by 2.9% last year, with the country spending
US$83.3bn on renewable energy projects in 2014 - more than all
of Europe.
Meanwhile, India, another key coal destination for Australia, has
set a target of 100GW of energy from solar systems by 2022.
“We aren’t having an honest conversation in Australia about these
realities,” Bradshaw said. “Coal is on the way out in many
countries and that trend will only gather pace. We have everything
at our disposal to rapidly embrace a renewable future.
“Australia is a country acutely vulnerable to climate change so
there’s a big national interest in keeping warming below 2C. It’s
in our interest to help developing countries ramp up renewables as
well as supply climate finance and so on.”
Bradshaw said Labor’s new aim for Australia to transition its own
coal-heavy electricity supply to 50% renewables was a ‘good
start’ but more needed to be done. The goal was announced in the
wake of Labor’s deal with the federal government to slash
Australia’s renewable energy target so that around 23.5% of
electricity will come from clean sources by 2020.
Abbott has called Labor’s 50% renewables goal ‘bizarre’ and
warned it may cost ‘perhaps $60bn or more,’
Meanwhile, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) has forecast
that Australia will subsidise coal, petroleum and gas consumption
to the tune of $41bn in 2015, equivalent to nearly 2% of
Australia’s GDP.
In May, the IMF revealed that, globally, taxpayers are supporting
fossil fuels at a rate of $10m per minute. This is more than the
total spent on healthcare by the world’s governments.

Amusing Videos
Have a look at this protest group’s amusing anti-Shenhua mine
message video:
www.theguardian.com/environment/video/2015/sep/08/koalasyour-trees-are-growing-on-our-coal
And look for this one: A Rational Fear, which is a response the
the Mineral Council of Australia ad on the amazing properties of
coal.
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Coal: the Captain’s call and its catastrophic
implications

Quite simply, as the IMF, IEA, World Bank and other authorities
state, these developments cannot be allowed to happen.

Ian Dunlop

Poverty will not be alleviated with these developments, but
created.

reneweconomy.com.au
8/8/2015

The last few days have demonstrated just how far out of touch
some in the Australian media and political incumbency are from
critical climate change events happening around the world.
Yesterday The Australian Financial Review condemned
“ecoactivists” for the costs they are supposedly inflicting on the
Australian community (Ecoactivism is a major cost to the
community 6th August 2015) after the courts overturned Federal
Government approval of the Carmichael Mine in the Galilee
Basin.
Instead of condemnation, these activists should be congratulated
for their responsibility in trying to prevent substantial damage and
wasted assets, which will be the outcome if the Galilee Basin coal
developments are allowed to proceed.
Predictably we now have the Prime Minister’s Captain’s call.
Coal, we are repeatedly told, is essential for the future of
humanity, and for the alleviation of poverty in countries like
India.
Every other consideration, must now be put aside in the interests
of these major projects proceeding. Not just in the Galilee, but
also the Shenhua Watermark mine in the Liverpool Plains, coal
seam gas everywhere, and a host of others.
The preservation of biodiversity, such as the snakes and skinks in
the Galilee is extremely important, but the real issue is climate
change.
Clearly the incumbency does not understand the implications of
the latest climate science and evidence of climate change impacts
around the world.
Climate change is happening far faster and more extensively than
officially acknowledged, largely driven by human carbon
emissions.
We are experiencing substantial economic and social damage at
the 1degC warming which has already occurred relative to preindustrial levels, let alone the additional 1degC to which we are
probably committed by virtue of historic emissions. The official
limit of 2degC warming is not safe, it is now highly dangerous.
If the Galilee basin and Watermark are developed it will have
catastrophic climate consequences, akin to other large highcarbon expansions such as the Canadian Tar sands.

Have the incumbency “experts” thought about the extreme events
happening right now on the Indian Subcontinent - unprecedented
heat last week, unprecedented rainfall now, to which climate
change is contributing significantly?
Not to mention extensive damage in North America from extreme
drought and fires as El Nino intensifies, which we will no doubt
experience shortly.
Those who lead economic debates in this country need to wake up
to the fact that climate change will be the factor having the
greatest impact on the Australian economy and society from now,
to the point that it will fundamentally change our economic and
business models. It should be at the top of the agenda for the
forthcoming National Reform Summit being promoted by both
The Australian and The Australian Financial Review newspapers,
but it is a fair bet it does not even feature.
The Captain’s Call, if the Prime Minister gets his way, will be the
biggest economic disaster in Australia’s history and will
fundamentally undermine our National Security. Sounder heads
must prevail.
Ian Dunlop was formerly an international oil, gas and coal industry
executive, chair of the Australian Coal Association, and CEO of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors. He is a Member of the Club
of Rome.

What triggered the proposed environmental
law changes?
Maybe we will never know. Most people assume that the
challenge, and subsequent win, by the Mackay Conservation
Society to the federal government approval of the Adani
Carmichael mine caused the government to attack the rights of
people and groups to challenge legislation.
However the National Farmers’ Federation has questioned the
timing of the Abbott government’s proposed change to
environmental laws one week after the environment minister,
Greg Hunt, received legal letters from farmer groups regarding
the $1.2bn Shenhua Watermark coal mine. The New South Wales
Farmers Association, Cotton Australia, the Irrigators Council and
the Caroona Coal Action Group wrote to Hunt and asked him to
outline his reasons for approving the mine.
from The Guardian Australia 24/8/2015
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Shockingly, Alan Jones and I agree about
proposed changes to Australian
environmental laws
Susan Lawler
I have recently had cause to look up the meaning of the word
“aggrieved”, in response to my own discontent about the
Australian Government’s proposal to change the environmental
laws. The result has been indignation on my part, and given that
this is a synonym for aggrieved, I am aware that the situation I
find myself in is both linguistically and legally confusing.
Incredibly, I find myself on the same side of the argument as Alan
Jones, a radio shock jock with whom I almost always disagree. I
cannot decide how I feel about this, but it is clear to me that
something has gone terribly amiss.

This is lawfare
What is going on? The Australian Federal Government was
embarrassed last month when a small environmental group was
successful in a legal challenge against their approval for the
proposed Carmichael Coal Mine. The Environmental Minister
had failed to present documents showing how they would ensure
protection of two vulnerable species: the Yakka skink and the
Ornamental snake.

either the expertise or the financial capacity to mount a challenge
on behalf of the environment. How would a farmer or land holder
know that their strongest allies might be unknown but vulnerable
species such as the much maligned snake and skink? How could
researchers or concerned citizens who foresee significant
environmental damage have a voice?

Environmental law as seen by the Australian public
I am not alone in my dismay about this situation. A review of the
EPBC Act undertaken in 2008 not only did not conclude that we
needed to worry about litigation, but suggested that it would be
desirable to “improve transparency in decision making and
provide greater access to the courts for public interest litigation”.
Current environmental legislation has not stopped large numbers
of developments. A small fraction of projects have been legally
challenged and only a few of these were successful. As Alan
Jones says in an advertisement supported by Lock the Gate
Alliance, the proposal to amend the EPBC Act is “divisive, it
isolates us, and we are not allowed to care”.
Our environment, by definition, is more than just our own
backyard. Many people who are concerned about large scale coal
mining at this time are thinking about carbon emissions, they are
worried about long term climate change and rising ocean levels.

Adani, the company planning the development, quickly released a
statement calling it a “technical legal error”. In a sense this was
correct, except that the rushed approval pointed to a failure of the
Environment Department to carry out its job with due diligence.

If you think that the fight for coal is not relevant, consider the
recent release of the Minerals Council of Australia television
advertisement. Apparently, coal is so amazing it “can create light
and jobs”.

Such suspicions were confirmed when the Prime Minister accused
environmental groups of engaging in “lawfare” and the Attorney
General responded to this embarrassment by proposing to change
the key federal environmental legislation to protect us from
“vigilante litigants”.

Unfortunately, we cannot challenge a development on the basis of
its planetary impact. Fortunately, we can still challenge
development that threatens local flora and fauna. But if this right
is removed and the only legal reason left for making such a
challenge is that it harms the health or finances of individual
humans, our environmental legislation will become a joke.

The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Amendment Bill seeks to remove Section 487 of the EPBC Act,
which extends the definition of “person aggrieved” to people
involved in environmental conservation or research activities.
This means that under the current legislation, as an environmental
researcher, I have the power to challenge the Australian
government. If the bill passes, the definition of aggrieved reverts
to a common law definition, whereby only people directly
affected by proposed developments will have the right to make a
legal challenge.
This is a terrible idea for several reasons. Individuals directly
affected by development are unlikely to have

Feeling aggrieved?
Removing my right to be an aggrieved person is the goal of the
proposed legislation. I can be unhappy, resentful, annoyed and
vexed, but losing my legal right to express my disdain feels like
the ultimate betrayal.
If you are feeling aggrieved yourself, or if you are just so startled
that Alan Jones and I can agree that you think something really
must be done, you can write to your minister (or sign this petition
with the Environmental Defenders office).
Reproduced from The Conservation, 10/9/2015.
Susan Lawler is a Senior Lecturer, Department of Ecology,
Environment and Evolution at La Trobe University
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